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To the Editor:
Senior Living at Prouty on Main 

Street in Spencer would like to hearti-
ly thank the local businesses who sup-
ported our annual holiday celebration 
for tenants. Senior Living at Prouty 
is a nonprofit HUD project subsidized 
through Mainstay Supportive Housing 
and Home Care. 

    The event was carefully crafted 
this year, following all recommend-
ed guidelines. Staff  cooked the din-
ner, our Home Health aides delivered 
meals to the tables, and volunteers 
assisted where prudent. One of  the 
highlights, again, were the door prizes 
generously donated by the following 
businesses:

St. Joseph’s Abbey, Advanced 
Auto Parts, Big Y, Black and White 
Restaurant, Charlie’s Diner, Craig’s 
Barbershop, Dairy Queen, Depot 
Square Deli and Package Store, 

Domino’s Pizza, Eller’s Restaurant, 
Gifted Hands, Klem’s, Subway, Thai 
House, Tony’s Cleaners, Uncle Sam’s 
Pizza, Whitco.

     On behalf  of  everyone here at 
Senior Living at Prouty, we would like 
to thank you for your wonderful con-
tributions, which greatly added to the 
festivities and were well appreciated! 
We are fortunate to celebrate being 
part of  the Spencer/Brookfields com-
munity together!

Happy New Year! 
Sincerely,
Annie Wuelfing
Resident Service Coordinator
Susan Horner
Chief  Operating Officer
Larry Oaks
President

SENIOR LIVING AT PROUTY
SPENCER

Support of  Senior Living’s holiday cele-
bration is appreciated

To the Editor:
Joe Biden did not rank atop my list 

of  2020 Democratic Presidential candi-
dates. Also, I do not think the results of  
the first year of  his presidency stand as  
completely good, true,  and beautiful. 

On the other hand, I strongly believe 
that for America, the four years of  
Donald Trump began and ended as 
bad, based on false facts, and ugly. To 
this, add on gross  incompetence. Much 
worse than these faults, Trump and his 
administration weakened the United 
States and encouraged our adversaries 
to, around the world, to, in various 
ways, attack us and our allies.   

For now, let us look at American for-
eign policy and Ukraine. Since the col-
lapse of  Russia’s Soviet Union in the 
1990s, independent Ukraine has slowly 
and unevenly moved towards Western 
Europe and democracy. Especially 
since Putin, a longtime hater of  
America,  did away with democracy 
in Russia, he has tried to have Russia 
regain control of  Ukraine. (One of  
Putin’s “agents of  change” was Paul 
Manafort the convicted criminal who 
managed Donald Trumps 2016 election 
campaign.) His first military move in 
2014 involved taking over Crimea, a 
Ukrainian province on the Black Sea. 
Then he and Russia did the same with 
the eastern region of  the Ukraine. Our 
then President Obama and Europe 
basically looked away. 

On to the Trump administration. 
In 2016 at the Republican National 
Convention Manafort engineered 
a change in party policy from sup-
porting arms support to the Ukraine 
Government to not allowing it. When 

installed as President Trump, for 
many reasons, became Putin’s ‘poodle” 
or useful fool. Ukraine did not escape 
from this situation.  In a 2019 begin-
ning effort to get “dirt” on Presidential 
candidate Joe Biden’s son, Trump 
threatened (through a disgraced  Rudi 
Giuliani gang of  fools) to withhold 
Ukrainian military aid as they fought 
to defend their country. Here he also 
ruined the diplomatic careers of  many 
highly regarded American patriots 
and infuriated the rock-hard right 
wing national Security advisor John 
Bolton. 

With all this, and Trump driven 
assaults on our Europe based military 
alliance NATO, It should not surprise 
that Putin thought that we and oth-
ers would not support Ukraine if, by 
military threat or otherwise, he could 
regain full control of  Ukraine. This is 
what Joe Biden inherited. 

Certainly, in my mind, when the cur-
rent crisis began, he and his adminis-
tration did not act forcefully enough. 
In a very difficult and dangerous sit-
uation he paused and tried to reason 
with Putin. It appears that Biden and 
his people and NATO members now 
understand that indicating to Putin and 
Russia will suffer from punishment 
will more likely work. If  it doesn’t, we 
will need to follow through, not only 
because of  the further Russian threat 
to democratic Ukraine, Europe and 
America. 

Because China watches too.   

KEVIN KANE
SPENCER

2021, during and before – a tale of  two 
presidents

To the Editor:
So, in keeping with the theme of  

“what is going on with the Leicester 
Public Schools?” I figure this letter 
would make a good opportunity to exam-
ine issues with some more points made 
in the responses that were given to the 
select board questions. Given that Kevin 
Flanders recently covered the response 
letter, all the better. So let’s focus on 
money, shall we? All of  this stuff  comes 
with costs. 

First off  is the costs of  the stone-
walling with the continued deficient 
responses to many records requests 
made by myself  and others. In my 
own experience, the school will give a 
response to a request. Bringing it to 
the secretary of  state, they then nearly 
uniformly have ruled on appeals that the 
school’s response is legally insufficient 
and tells them basically to adhere to 
the records law and give a legally suf-
ficient response. The school then gives 
another response of  dubious nature, the 
Secretary of  State’s office comes back 
and says no… Rinse and repeat on what 
so far has been a continued cycle of  
obstruction. But these records requests 
and the open meeting law complaints 
now aimed at the school come with 
costs. For the litany of  records requests 
and the five pending open meeting law 
complaints that are in front of  the AG’s 
office against the school district right 
now, the most recent number given on 
costs were $20,160.28. $8,547.28 of  that 
was for the open meeting law complaints 
made against the district, and $11,613 
was for records requests. That’s not a 
small amount of  legal time if  you’re 
assuming around $200 per hour. And 
frankly for what results? There’s not 
much in the way of  them that are good 
for the school department right now.

Second is the more important one. I 
brought this up during the Dec. 20 select 
board meeting, but evidently, the school 
had paid out $500,000 for the oil spill at 

the primary school. Now that was over 
and above what their insurance cap was, 
as the insurance company would’ve sent 
the checks out directly in my experi-
ence. I have a family history in heating 
oil, and have at least seen how oil spills 
and insurance processes for them work. 
Now until I had seen the responses, I 
had no idea that anything had been paid 
out. I was under the impression that 
so far nothing had gone out of  pocket. 
But the response that the funds were 
allocated at the end of  FY21 frankly 
raises a good question. When did they 
do it? With the normally incredibly poor 
quality of  information presented in the 
school committee minutes, it’s not clear 
in the slightest. There are some omnibus 
things in August and September of  this 
past year mentioned in the minutes and 
agendas, but from what I understand 
omnibus transfers would be transfers 
between accounts for the regular oper-
ating budget. Now maybe I’m a bit out 
of  the loop, but most businesses don’t 
plan for annual occurrences of  issues 
with environmental impacts that lead to 
potentially millions in liabilities. 

So, if  the oil spill funding was appro-
priated as suggested, where did it come 
from, and when did it happen? Because 
there’s another point to consider there, 
too. If  town agencies are required to 
return unspent funds from their bud-
gets, then how is there an extra $500,000 
floating around that wasn’t spent, if  
supposedly the school’s 2021 budget 
had been fully expended on what was 
already planned out? From what I 
understand unspent funds go back to 
the town’s general fund. But I can’t find 
an instance where the school depart-
ment has returned any funds that were 
left over. Not to say that it couldn’t have 
happened somewhere, but I just can’t 
find it so far. And frankly, that brings us 
to the overarching issue connecting all 
of  our questions. We can’t even under-
stand what is happening with the school 

department at the management level. 
Questions go unanswered, or answers 
that are given don’t make sense in light 
of  what documentation is available. 
These conditions cannot be allowed to 
continue. We deserve to know what’s 
being done in our name, not to be lied to 
and ignored.

Dylan Lambert
Leicester

All of  this comes with a cost

EDITORIAL

Vitamin D 
is more 

important
than ever now

Recent studies have suggested that 
Vitamin D is one way to build our 
immune systems against inflamma-
tion and viruses, including COVID-19.  
During summer months, it’s easy to 
get our daily dose by eating fresh fruit 
and vegetables and by spending more 
time outdoors.  However, winter brings 
a challenge, with shorter days reducing 
the ability to absorb the much needed 
vitamin. 

During a hike last weekend, we 
encountered a doctor who went on to 
explain how during winter months the 
vitamin D, the sun gives off  does not 
radiate to the levels high enough for 
our bodies to absorb it.  He suggested 
taking Vitamin D supplements until 
about April, advice he takes himself.  
We can also find vitamin D in oily fish, 
mushrooms and certain dairy products. 

Individuals who live in the northeast 
during winter at higher latitudes are at 
higher risk of  having a deficiency in the 
vitamin.  Experts say adults should get 
at least 600 IU per day of  vitamin D.  

It was during the 1980’s when it was 
discovered that our immune cells had 
receptors for Vitamin D and that it 
played a crucial role in the gastroin-
testinal tract.  Experts suggest that the 
more vitamin D in your system, the less 
likely you will suffer from inflamma-
tory bowel disease or Crohn’s disease.  
Lung and gut health was also improved.  
Vitamin D offers aid to the gut by keep-
ing the micro-biome healthy. 

Of  course, with all things, do not go 
overboard.  It is recommended that indi-
viduals do not take more than 4,000IU 
per day to avoid any toxic side effects.  
Vitamin D aids in calcium absorption, 
so if  those levels spike, calcium levels 
may spike, affecting the kidney.  As with 
all things, always check with your doc-
tor before taking any supplements. 

On another note, this winter seems 
to be flying by for some of  us.  The 
holidays have come and gone in a flash.  
We are just one week away from what 
many call the longest month of  the 
winter, the dreaded February.  Usually, 
temperatures drop well below zero, and 
stay there for far too long.  However, 
we find that if  you embrace these win-
ter months, enjoy your snowy walks 
and hot cocoa you might actually find 
yourself  missing these chilly, refreshing 
days when the extreme heat hits this 
summer, or maybe not.  

We can’t let this week’s Editorial slide 
without mentioning Superbowl LVI.  
This year’s game will take place at the 
SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, California.   
This year’s logo seems to have received 
a lot of  attention, as some say the red 
palm trees look like something out of  
a commercial for CSI.  Championship 
Sunday will take place on Jan. 30.  The 
big game is slated for Feb. 13.  Teams that 
are in the running to win, according to 
football fans, include the Green Bay 
Packers, Kansas City Chiefs, Buffalo 
Bills, Tampa Bay, LA Rams and the 
Tennessee Titans.  Halftime guests are a 
throwback to the ‘90’s with legends such 
as Mary J. Blige, Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg 
and Eminem performing.  

Whatever team you end up rooting for, 
it’s sure to be one for the ages.

As you know, inflation heated up in 
2021, following years of  pretty stable – 
and low – numbers. And now, early in 
2022, we’re still seeing elevated prices. As 
a consumer, you may need to adjust your 
activities somewhat, but as an investor, 
how should you respond to inflation?

First, it helps to know the causes of  
this recent inflationary spike. Essentially, 
it’s a case of  basic economics – strong 
demand for goods meeting inadequate 
supply, caused by material and labor 
shortages, along with shipping and deliv-
ery logjams. In other words, too many 
dollars chasing too few goods. Once the 
supply chain issues begin to ease and 
consumer spending moves from goods 
to services as the COVID-19 pandemic 
wanes, it’s likely that inflation will mod-
erate, but it may still stay above pre-pan-
demic levels throughout 2022.

Given this outlook, you may want to 
review your investment portfolio. First, 
consider stocks. Generally speaking, 
stocks can do well in inflationary periods 
because companies’ revenues and earn-
ings may increase along with inflation. 
But some sectors of  the stock market 
typically do better than others during 
inflationary times. Companies that can 
pass along higher costs to consumers 
due to strong demand for their goods 
– such as firms that produce building 
materials or supply steel or other com-
modities to other businesses – can do 
well. Conversely, companies that sell 
nonessential goods and services, such 
as appliances, athletic apparel and enter-
tainment, may struggle more when pric-
es are rising.

Of  course, it’s still a good idea to own 
a variety of  stocks from various indus-
tries because it can help reduce the 
impact of  market volatility on any one 
sector. And to help counteract the effects 
of  rising prices, you might also consider 
investing in companies that have a long 
track record of  paying and raising stock 
dividends. (Keep in mind, though, that 
these companies are not obligated to pay 
dividends and can reduce or discontinue 
them at any time.)

Apart from stocks, how can inflation 
affect other types of  investments? Think 
about bonds. When you invest in a bond, 
you receive regular interest payments 
until the bond matures. But these pay-
ments stay the same, so, over time, ris-
ing inflation can eat into your bond’s 
future income, which may also cause the 
price of  your bond to drop – a concern 
if  you decide to sell the bond before it 
matures. The impact of  inflation is espe-
cially sharp on the price of  longer-term 
bonds because of  the cumulative loss of  
purchasing power.

However, Treasury Inflation-Protected 
Securities (TIPS) can provide some pro-
tection against inflation. The face value, 
or principal amount, of  each TIPS is 
$1,000, but this principal is adjusted 
based on changes in the U.S. Consumer 
Price Index. So, during periods of  infla-
tion, your principal will increase, also 
increasing your interest payments. When 
inflation drops, though, your principal 
and interest payments will decrease, but 
you’ll never receive less than the original 
principal value when the TIPS mature. 
Talk to your financial advisor to deter-
mine if  TIPS may be appropriate for you.    

Ultimately, inflation may indeed be 
something to consider when managing 
your investments. But other factors – 
especially your risk tolerance, time hori-
zon and long-term goals – should still be 
the driving force behind your investment 
decisions. A solid investment strategy 
can serve you well, regardless of  wheth-
er prices move up or down.

This article was written by Edward 
Jones for use by your local Edward Jones 
Financial Advisor. Please contact Trevor 
Nielsen, your local Edward Jones Advisor 
in Sturbridge at 508-347-1420 or trevor.
nielsen@edwardjones.com.

Should inflation 
affect your 
investment

moves?

TREVOR
NIELSON
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